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You Don't Know JS: Up & Going
2015-03-20

it s easy to learn parts of javascript but much harder to learn it completely or even sufficiently whether you re new to the language or have used it for years with the you don t know js
book series you ll get a more complete understanding of javascript including trickier parts of the language that many experienced javascript programmers simply avoid the series first
book up going provides the necessary background for those of you with limited programming experience by learning the basic building blocks of programming as well as javascript s
core mechanisms you ll be prepared to dive into the other more in depth books in the series and be well on your way toward true javascript with this book you will learn the essential
programming building blocks including operators types variables conditionals loops and functions become familiar with javascript s core mechanisms such as values function closures
this and prototypes get an overview of other books in the series and learn why it s important to understand all parts of javascript

You Don't Know JS
2015

this book is devoted to current problems of artificial and computational intelligence including decision making systems collecting analysis and processing information are the current
directions of modern computer science development of new modern information and computer technologies for data analysis and processing in various fields of data mining and
machine learning creates the conditions for increasing effectiveness of the information processing by both the decrease of time and the increase of accuracy of the data processing
the book contains of 54 science papers which include the results of research concerning the current directions in the fields of data mining machine learning and decision making the
papers are divided in terms of their topic into three sections the first section analysis and modeling of complex systems and processes contains of 26 papers and the second section
theoretical and applied aspects of decision making systems contains of 13 papers there are 15 papers in the third section computational intelligence and inductive modeling the book
is focused to scientists and developers in the fields of data mining machine learning and decision making systems

Lecture Notes in Computational Intelligence and Decision Making
2021-07-22

learn everything you need to know about object oriented javascript with this comprehensive guide enter the world of cutting edge development about this book this book has been
updated to cover all the new object oriented features introduced in ecmascript 6 it makes object oriented programming accessible and understandable to web developers write better
and more maintainable javascript code while exploring interactive examples that can be used in your own scripts who this book is for this book is ideal for new to intermediate
javascript developers who want to prepare themselves for web development problems solved by object oriented javascript what you will learn apply the basics of object oriented
programming in the javascript environment use a javascript console with complete mastery make your programs cleaner faster and compatible with other programs and libraries get
familiar with iterators and generators the new features added in es6 find out about ecmascript 6 s arrow functions and make them your own understand objects in google chrome
developer tools and how to use them use a mix of prototypal inheritance and copying properties in your workflow apply reactive programming techniques while coding in javascript in
detail javascript is an object oriented programming language that is used for website development pages developed today currently follow a paradigm that has three clearly
distinguishable parts content html presentation css and behavior javascript javascript is one important pillar in this paradigm and is responsible for the running of the web pages this
book will take your javascript skills to a new level of sophistication and get you prepared for your journey through professional web development updated for es6 this book covers
everything you will need to unleash the power of object oriented programming in javascript while building professional web applications the book begins with the basics of object
oriented programming in javascript and then gradually progresses to cover functions objects and prototypes and how these concepts can be used to make your programs cleaner
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more maintainable faster and compatible with other programs libraries by the end of the book you will have learned how to incorporate object oriented programming in your web
development workflow to build professional javascript applications style and approach filled with practical instructions the book shows you how to implement object oriented features
of javascript in the real world the to the point nature of the book will benefit developers who are looking for a fast paced guide to learn object oriented javascript

Object-Oriented JavaScript
2017-01-12

an in depth guide to exploring the design architecture and techniques behind building sophisticated scalable and maintainable single page applications in javascript about this book
build large scale feature complete spas by leveraging widely used tools and techniques gain a solid understanding of architecture and spa design to build applications using the library
or framework of your choice explore the various facets of spa development to build web apps that are fast scalable and easy to test who this book is for this book is ideal for javascript
developers who want to build complex single page applications in javascript some basic understanding of spa concepts will be helpful but not essential what you will learn organize
your development environment using the command line with npm bower and grunt choose an accurate design pattern for your app understand modular javascript programming and
node js interact with a rest api using javascript and ajax with practical examples build a single page application using the mean stack connect your app across popular social media
platforms such as facebook twitter and linkedin test your app both on the server side and in views prepare your app for the real world and deploy it to heroku in detail single page web
applications or spas as they are commonly referred to are quickly becoming the de facto standard for web app development the fact that a major part of the app runs inside a single
web page makes it very interesting and appealing also the accelerated growth of browser capabilities is pushing us closer to the day when all apps will run entirely in the browser this
book will take your javascript development skills to the next level by teaching you to create a single page application within a full stack javascript environment using only javascript
you can go from being a front end developer to a full stack application developer with relative ease you will learn to cross the boundary from front end development to server side
development through the use of javascript on both ends use your existing knowledge of javascript by learning to manage a json document data store with mongodb writing a
javascript powered rest api with node js and express and designing a front end powered by angularjs this book will teach you to leverage the mean stack to do everything from
document database design routing rest web api requests data binding within views and adding authentication and security to building a full fledged complex single page web
application in addition to building a full stack javascript app you will learn to test it with javascript powered testing tools such as mocha karma and jasmine finally you will learn about
deployment and scaling so that you can launch your own apps into the real world style and approach following a structured approach this book helps readers gain expertise in spa
development its thorough coverage of spa architecture and design along with practical use cases provides readers with a clear path to building applications with the library of their
choice for readers who are afraid to take the plunge straightaway the book also offers step by step guidance on developing a complex web app

Mastering JavaScript Single Page Application Development
2016-10-28

you will first be introduced to object oriented programming then to the basics of objects in javascript this book takes a do it yourself approach when it comes to writing code because
the best way to really learn a programming language is by writing code you are encouraged to type code into firebug s console see how it works and then tweak it and play around
with it there are practice questions at the end of each chapter to help you review what you have learned for new to intermediate javascript developer who wants to prepare
themselves for web development problems solved by smart javasc
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Object-Oriented JavaScript - Second Edition
2013-01-01

functions as two books in one twelve tutorials chapters combined with thorough reference to xhtml and css syntax integrates design theory and practical exercises working on a
modular basis just as a real world designer must each chapter is self contained enabling readers to dip in and out and learn specific techniques without necessarily reading through
the entire book

Web Designer's Reference
2007-03-01

foundation website creation with html5 css3 and javascript shows the entire process of building a website this process involves much more than just technical knowledge and this
book provides all the information you ll need to understand the concepts behind designing and developing for the as well as the best means to deliver professional results based on
best practices of course there is far more to building a successful website than knowing a little hypertext markup language html the process starts long before any coding takes place
and this book introduces you to the agile development process explaining why this method makes so much sense for web projects and how best to implement it we also make sure
you re up to date by using the latest html5 features planning is vital so you ll also learn to use techniques such as brainstorming wireframes mockups and prototypes to get your
project off to the best possible start and help ensure smooth progress as it develops an understanding of correct semantic markup is essential for any web professional this book
explains how html5 should be used to structure content so that the markup adheres to current web standards you ll learn about the wide range of html5 elements available to you and
you ll learn how and when to use them through building example web pages without creative use of cascading style sheets css websites would all look largely the same css enables
you to set your website apart from the rest while maintaining the integrity of your markup we ll showcase the new features of css3 and how you can use them you ll learn how css3
works and how to apply styles to your pages allowing you to realize your design ideas in the browser javascript can be used to make your website easier and more interesting to use
this book provides information on appropriate uses of this technology and introduces the concepts of javascript programming you ll also see how javascript works as part of the much
hyped technique ajax and in turn where ajax fits into the wider 2 0 picture while a website is being built it needs to be tested across multiple browsers and platforms to ensure that
the site works for all users regardless of ability or disability and this book explains how best to accomplish these tasks then it discusses the process of launching and maintaining the
site so that it will continue to work for all its users throughout its life cycle foundation website creation with html5 css3 and javascript concludes by covering server side technologies
acting as a guide to the different options available with insights from renowned experts such as jason fried of 37signals daniel burka of digg and pownce and chris messina of citizen
agency foundation website creation with css xhtml and javascript provides invaluable information applicable to every web project regardless of size scope or budget

Foundation Website Creation with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript
2012-09-05

special edition using javascript contains an overview of javascript programming fundamentals basic objects working with browser windows working with the document object working
with forms and dynamic html
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Special Edition Using JavaScript
2001

practical dwr 2 0 projects addresses the needs of most developers who would rather learn by example and by doing this book contains several projects that developers can sink their
teeth into doing written by accomplished ajax and java developer and author frank zammetti this book explores dwr and all it offers it features six full working applications that use
dwr this book allows you to lean by example as you tear the applications apart you see what makes them tick and even discover how to extend them at your own pace

Practical DWR 2 Projects
2008-03-11

using the same framework to build both server and client side applications saves you time and money this book teaches you how you can use javascript and node js to build highly
scalable apis that work well with lightweight cross platform client applications it begins with the basics of node js in the context of backend development and

Beginning API Development with Node.js
2018-07-24

this is the only book in the after effects market to focus exclusively on the creation of visual effects and is a one stop resource for anyone who wants in depth explanations that
demystify the realm of visual effects and how they were created thanks to veteran author mark christiansen s friendly and accessible style a thoroughly packed informative read this
masterful guide focuses on explaining the essential concepts features and techniques that are key to creating seamless movie quality visual effects users who are comfortable with
after effects will find a helpful review of after effects fundamentals managing footage viewing and editing layers animating type and more so they can learn how to work smarter and
more efficiently readers of all levels will learn core techniques for effects compositing including color matching keying rotoscoping motion tracking emulating the camera and
concluding with using expressions in after effects written by contributor and expert dan ebberts the final section of the book delves into creative explorations demonstrating
professional effects that readers might want to re create readers will also find comprehensive coverage of all that s new and makes this version of adobe s effects program such a
boon to video pros of all stripes searchable timelines and projects photoshop 3d layers import the cartoon effect imagineer systems mocha for adobe after effects improved workflow
for mobile devices and more all of peachpit s ebooks contain the same content as the print edition you will find a link in the last few pages of your ebook that directs you to the media
files helpful tips if you are able to search the book search for where are the lesson files go to the very last page of the book and scroll backwards you will need a web enabled device
or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook entering the url supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files depending on
your device it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the url to make sure this is not the case try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view
this should cause the full url to appear throughout the book beautiful full color examples demonstrate what s possible while the companion dvd offers demos of after effects cs4
sample footage and software plug ins

Adobe After Effects CS4 Visual Effects and Compositing Studio Techniques
2010-04-09
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learn javascript test driven development using popular frameworks and tools about this book learn the life cycle of tdd and its importance in real world application gain knowledge
about popular tools and analyze features syntax and how they help in javascript testing implement test driven programming exercises using the practical code examples who this
book is for if you have an intermediate knowledge of html css and javascript and want to learn how and why the test driven development approach is better for your assignments then
this book is for you what you will learn basic tdd fundamentals life cycle and benefits become acquainted with the concepts and elements of unit testing and writing basic unit tests for
javascript understand the way jsunit qunit karma and dalekjs work use the jasmine framework interpret feature detection and devise tests specific to cross browser compatibility
integrate jstestdriver with eclipse and run tests with jstestdriver explore re factoring adding and notifying observers understand test driven development in case of server side js in
detail initially all processing used to happen on the server side and simple output was the response to web browsers nowadays there are so many javascript frameworks and libraries
created that help readers to create charts animations simulations and so on by the time a project finishes or reaches a stable state so much javascript code has already been written
that changing and maintaining it further is tedious here comes the importance of automated testing and more specifically developing all that code in a test driven environment test
driven development is a methodology that makes testing the central part of the design process before writing code developers decide upon the conditions that code must meet to
pass a test the end goal is to help the readers understand the importance and process of using tdd as a part of development this book starts with the details about test driven
development its importance need and benefits later the book introduces popular tools and frameworks like yui karma qunit dalekjs jsunit and goes on to utilize jasmine mocha karma
for advanced concepts like feature detection server side testing and patterns we are going to understand write and run tests and further debug our programs the book concludes with
best practices in javascript testing by the end of the book the readers will know why they should test how to do it most efficiently and will have a number of versatile tests and
methods for devising new tests to get to work immediately style and approach easy to follow guide with suitable examples for developing javascript code in the test driven
environment with popular tools and frameworks user experience and statements are also included to help readers make a better choice of tool for real world projects

Test-Driven JavaScript Development
2015-12-18

get hands on recipes to make the most of ubuntu server centos 7 linux server and rhel 7 server about this book get linux servers up and running in seconds in depth guide to explore
new features and solutions in server administration maintain performance and security of your server solution by deploying expert configuration advice who this book is for this
learning path is intended for system administrators with a basic understanding of linux operating systems and written with the novice to intermediate linux user in mind to get the
most of this learning path you should have a working knowledge of basic system administration and management tools what you will learn set up high performance scalable and fault
tolerant back ends with web and database servers facilitate team communication with a real time chat service and collaboration tools monitor manage and develop your server s file
system to maintain a stable performance gain best practice methods on sharing files and resources through a network install and configure common standard services such as web
mail ftp database and domain name server technologies create kickstart scripts to automatically deploy rhel 7 systems use orchestration and configuration management tools to
manage your environment in detail linux servers are frequently selected over other server operating systems for their stability security and flexibility advantages this learning path
will teach you how to get up and running with three of the most popular linux server distros ubuntu server centos 7 server and rhel 7 server we will begin with the ubuntu server and
show you how to make the most of ubuntu s advanced functionalities moving on we will provide you with all the knowledge that will give you access to the inner workings of the latest
centos version 7 finally touching rhel 7 we will provide you with solutions to common rhel 7 server challenges this learning path combines some of the best that packt has to offer in
one complete curated package it includes content from the following packt products 1 ubuntu server cookbook 2 centos 7 linux server cookbook second edition 3 red hat enterprise
linux server cookbook style and approach this easy to follow practical guide contains hands on examples and solutions to real word administration problems and problems faced when
building your rhel 7 system from scratch using orchestration tools
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Linux: Powerful Server Administration
2017-04-27

learn how you can build the next big programming language compiler or source code analyzer using llvm and clang key featuresexplore clang llvm s middle end and backend in a
pragmatic waydevelop your llvm skillset and get to grips with a variety of common use casesengage with real world llvm development through various coding examplesbook
description every programmer or engineer at some point in their career works with compilers to optimize their applications compilers convert a high level programming language into
low level machine executable code llvm provides the infrastructure reusable libraries and tools needed for developers to build their own compilers with llvm s extensive set of tooling
you can effectively generate code for different backends as well as optimize them in this book you ll explore the llvm compiler infrastructure and understand how to use it to solve
different problems you ll start by looking at the structure and design philosophy of important components of llvm and gradually move on to using clang libraries to build tools that help
you analyze high level source code as you advance the book will show you how to process llvm ir a powerful way to transform and optimize the source program for various purposes
equipped with this knowledge you ll be able to leverage llvm and clang to create a wide range of useful programming language tools including compilers interpreters ides and source
code analyzers by the end of this llvm book you ll have developed the skills to create powerful tools using the llvm framework to overcome different real world challenges what you
will learnfind out how llvm s build system works and how to reduce the building resourceget to grips with running custom testing with llvm s lit frameworkbuild different types of
plugins and extensions for clangcustomize clang s toolchain and compiler flagswrite llvm passes for the new passmanagerdiscover how to inspect and modify llvm irunderstand how to
use llvm s profile guided optimizations pgo frameworkcreate custom compiler sanitizerswho this book is for this book is for software engineers of all experience levels who work with
llvm if you are an academic researcher this book will help you learn useful llvm skills in a short time and enable you to build your prototypes and projects quickly programming
language enthusiasts will also find this book useful for building a new programming language with the help of llvm

LLVM Techniques, Tips, and Best Practices Clang and Middle-End Libraries
2021-04-22

summary data wrangling with javascript is hands on guide that will teach you how to create a javascript based data processing pipeline handle common and exotic data and master
practical troubleshooting strategies purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the technology why not handle
your data analysis in javascript modern libraries and data handling techniques mean you can collect clean process store visualize and present web application data while enjoying the
efficiency of a single language pipeline and data centric web applications that stay in javascript end to end about the book data wrangling with javascript promotes javascript to the
center of the data analysis stage with this hands on guide you ll create a javascript based data processing pipeline handle common and exotic data and master practical
troubleshooting strategies you ll also build interactive visualizations and deploy your apps to production each valuable chapter provides a new component for your reusable data
wrangling toolkit what s inside establishing a data pipeline acquisition storage and retrieval handling unusual data sets cleaning and preparing raw datainteractive visualizations with
d3 about the reader written for intermediate javascript developers no data analysis experience required about the author ashley davis is a software developer entrepreneur author
and the creator of data forge and data forge notebook software for data transformation analysis and visualization in javascript table of contents getting started establishing your data
pipeline getting started with node js acquisition storage and retrieval working with unusual data exploratory coding clean and prepare dealing with huge data files working with a
mountain of data practical data analysis browser based visualization server side visualization live data advanced visualization with d3 getting to production

Data Wrangling with JavaScript
2018-12-02
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experience the thrill of crafting your own html5 game with phaser js game engine html5 and modern javascript game engines have helped revolutionized web based games each
chapter in an introduction to html5 game development with phaser js showcases a sample game that illustrates an aspect of phaser js now lazer js that can be used as is or in remixed
games of the developer s design each of these examples help the reader to understand how to optimize javascript game development with modern project tooling like grunt and
bower though the world of html game development continues to grow and evolve an introduction to html5 game development with phaser js provides a grounded resource and vital
learning tool to anyone looking to optimize web game development process

An Introduction to HTML5 Game Development with Phaser.js
2017-01-12

beginning windows store application development html and javascript edition introduces you to the windows 8 modern app design paradigm and the new windows 8 programming
model developed around this paradigm you ll learn to build rich immersive applications designed to run on the many devices powered by windows 8 the authors draw on their
extensive practical experience to provide not only a comprehensive introduction to the model and its features but guidance on best practices and a real world sample application that
you develop over the course of the book beginning windows store application development html and javascript edition also emphasizes how devices will be used and applications will
be built in a world that has become far more connected the book takes you beyond the syntax of any development language and examines factors such as application design user
experience social integration and maintaining data and settings across multiple devices

Beginning Windows Store Application Development: HTML and JavaScript Edition
2013-09-28

having spent more than thirty years in the laboratory studying human behavior under preformatted controlled conditions i found myself dissatisfied with my work it is not that my
work produced no new findings on human conduct or that working almost exclusively with college students gave me little information on other groups of people but that the study of
human beings in the laboratory told me little about the people themselves having been born in europe socialized in the middle east and educated in the united states i had entered
the profession of psychology in order to better understand different people s behavior what i found instead was that under uniform conditions imposed by the laboratory people
responded more or less in uniform manners the resulting behavior told me little about the people and more about my laboratory after considerable search for a better understanding
of my own formal training in psychology on the one hand and my diversified cultural background on the other i began to see that these two early influences clashed in some basic
manner upon further reflection it occurred to me that my own radical transformation in a period of six years from a poorly educated elementary school only adult to a doctor of
philosophy made me see a different world my earlier world of reality revolved around forms of evidence that were not only never questioned by me but v vi preface were themselves
highly unreliable

"Boxer" and Other China Memories
1936

json is becoming the backbone for meaningful data interchange over the internet this format is now supported by an entire ecosystem of standards tools and technologies for building
truly elegant useful and efficient applications with this hands on guide author and architect tom marrs shows you how to build enterprise class applications and services by leveraging
json tooling and message document design json at work provides application architects and developers with guidelines best practices and use cases along with lots of real world
examples and code samples you ll start with a comprehensive json overview explore the json ecosystem and then dive into json s use in the enterprise get acquainted with json basics
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and learn how to model json data learn how to use json with node js ruby on rails and java structure json documents with json schema to design and test apis search the contents of
json documents with json search tools convert json documents to other data formats with json transform tools compare json based hypermedia formats including hal and jsonapi
leverage mongodb to store and access json documents use apache kafka to exchange json based messages between services

The Discursive Social Psychology of Evidence
2013-11-11

newly revised and updated resource on jquery s many features andadvantages development with jquery offers a major update to thepopular beginning javascript and css
development with jqueryfrom 2009 more than half of the content is new or updated andreflects recent innovations with regard to mobile applications jquery mobile and the spectrum
of associated plugins readers can expect thorough revisions with expanded coverage ofevents css ajax animation and drag and drop new chapters bringdevelopers up to date on
popular features like jquery ui navigation tables interactive capabilities and audio and video the book focuses on the new features of jquery that improveperformance and speed
providing huge advantages over traditionaljavascript offers new and revised content throughout the book whichfocuses on the most recent features and capabilities of jquery serves
as an essential instructional tool for web developerswith javascript and css knowledge who want to learn more advises readers on how to best use jquery s powerful easy to use
features to create dynamic web pages and webapplications this resource provides a deep understanding of jquery and setsreaders up for successful interactions with all it has tooffer

Safety Bulletin
1936

learn javascript fast with javascript weekend crash course you can get up to speed programming javascript applications in a single weekend this book begins at the beginning and
assumes no prior javascript experience you ll learn the essentials of javascript from friday evening through sunday afternoon

JSON at Work
2017-06-19

writer helen bailey s world fell apart in early 2011 when she and her workaholic husband took off on a well earned break to barbados and days after arriving helen watched helplessly
from the beach as he was dragged out to sea in a rip current and drowned alone and more than three thousand miles from home she was a wife at breakfast and a widow by
lunchtime with her life as she knew it shattered helen began to chronicle living after such devastating and shocking loss in a blog planet grief and gained a worldwide following from
many who had experienced huge loss whether through death or divorce and now her blog has become a book anecdotal witty heartbreaking and utterly grounded when bad things
happen to good bikinis covers all the obvious struggles in the aftermath of a loss as well as many not so obvious but just as poignant everyday obstacles helen has emerged from her
nightmare and her story will bring wry humour comfort and hope to a huge number of people whatever their circumstances

Web Development with jQuery
2015-03-05

master development with mern stack for designing testing and deploying professional grade applications using mongodb express react and node js key features step by step guidance
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on constructing an advanced mern project from scratch holistic understanding of frontend reactjs backend nodejs and expressjs and database management mongodb learn effective
testing strategies and debugging techniques for both frontend and backend code ensuring the robustness and reliability of your mern stack applications description embark on a
transformative and disruptive journey into mern stack development with ultimate full stack development with mern beginning with an in depth introduction to mern and rest apis the
book advances through the complete project overview and the setup of a node js application next it delves into the essentials of node js mongodb connection models and crucial
aspects of user authentication including jwt implementation and password hashing security takes center stage in next chapters as you explore middleware creation and route
protection in the frontend section you ll construct a dynamic reactjs application with a focus on creating components pages and establishing redux for state management this book
will guide you through setting up redux implementing registration and login functionalities and refining your application with a user friendly dashboard and task form the book
concludes with chapters on frontend and backend testing ensuring the robustness of your application and also covers deployment strategies for both frontend and backend
components providing a comprehensive guide to showcase your application to the world what will you learn develop a strong foundation in mern mongodb express js react node js
stack technologies master the setup and configuration of node js applications exploring essential concepts such as express js for efficient server side development learn to connect
and interact with mongodb and create models for effective data management implement secure user authentication protocols for controlled access to apps and enhanced security
dive into reactjs frontend development setting up dynamic interfaces creating components and leveraging react router for seamless navigation implement state management using
redux by creating slices setting up services and integrating registration and login functionalities learn testing strategies for frontend and backend using tools like jest and react testing
library navigate the deployment process for both frontend and backend on netlify who is this book for this book is for developers with basic knowledge of javascript and reactjs who
want to become full stack javascript developers and create fully functioning apps the backend knowledge of nodejs expressjs and mongodb can be acquired as you progress through
this book table of contents 1 getting started with mern and setup 2 starting a nodejs app 3 mongodb connection and models 4 jwt authentication and hashing password 5 auth
middleware and protecting routes 6 creating frontend and react router 7 redux setup with slice 8 login and logout functionalities 9 dashboard creation and task form 10 using thunk
and completing app 11 frontend testing 12 backend testing 13 deployment index

JavaScript? Weekend Crash Course
2001-05-15

inspiring personal and full of all too relatable stories from life in modern america real tough software is an unforgettable memoir from a woman who didn t take no for an answer in a
life filled with dead end jobs and a quest for meaning realtoughcandy has emerged as a survivor taking full advantage of everything the developer lifestyle has to offer but not without
sacrifice as an educator creator and business owner she created a multimedia empire dedicated to up and coming developers while establishing herself as tireless advocate for
newcomers to the field rtc invites you into her world chronicling events from sleepless nights learning restful apis and javascript type conversion to her time spent in a senior position
at a dysfunctional enterprise software company she details her wins and losses telling her story in a way that takes you right to the scene real tough software is a brutally honest look
back at one person s incredible journey to a career in software sharing the fight the heart and the relentless hustle that resulted in not only a new career but a new chance at freedom

When Bad Things Happen in Good Bikinis
2015-10-08

angularjs is the leading framework for building dynamic javascript applications that take advantage of the capabilities of modern browsers and devices angularjs which is maintained
by google brings the power of the model view controller mvc pattern to the client providing the foundation for complex and rich web apps it allows you to build applications that are
smaller faster and with a lighter resource footprint than ever before best selling author adam freeman explains how to get the most from angularjs he begins by describing the mvc
pattern and the many benefits that can be gained from separating your logic and presentation code he then shows how you can use angularjs s features within in your projects to
produce professional quality results starting from the nuts and bolts and building up to the most advanced and sophisticated features angularjs is carefully unwrapped going in depth
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to give you the knowledge you need each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the details you need to learn to be truly effective the most important features are
given a no nonsense in depth treatment and chapters include common problems and details of how to avoid them

Ultimate Full-Stack Web Development with MERN
2023-12-02

learn to use these powerful tools together and build sites that work if you want to build pages that offer real value to your site s visitors javascript and ajax are top tools for the job
even if you re new to programming this book helps you create sites any designer will admire with easy to understand steps and an emphasis on free tools you ll be able to jump right
into building a site using the same techniques as the pros down to basics learn your way around javascript and choose an editor and test browser manage complexity use functions
arrays and objects to create more sophisticated programs page magic discover how to control what happens on your pages animate objects and put pages in motion get beautiful use
the jquery user interface library to add sliders tabbed interfaces and custom dialogs to a site come clean with ajax build ajax requests into your programs use jquery and work with
ajax data open the book and find how to choose a test browser how to discuss string concatenation with a straight face tips for debugging your code how to add useful information to
a dropdown list why ajax connections should be asynchronous the exciting possibilities of the jquery library how to use the aptana editor online resources for javascript programmers

Real Tough Software
2020-01-26

this unique collection of the british detectives collection 270 murder mysteries crime stories suspense thrillers illustrated has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards contents sherlock holmes series a study in scarlet the sign of four the hound of the baskervilles the valley of fear the adventures of sherlock holmes the memoirs of sherlock
holmes the return of sherlock holmes his last bow the case book of sherlock holmes father brown stories the innocence of father brown the wisdom of father brown the incredulity of
father brown the secret of father brown the scandal of father brown inspector furnival series the abbey court murder the house in charlton crescent the crow s inn tragedy inspector
stoddart series the man with the dark beard who killed charmian karslake the crime at tattenham corner the crystal beads murder martin hewitt series martin hewitt investigator
chronicles of martin hewitt adventures of martin hewitt the red triangle dr thorndyke series the red thumb mark the eye of osiris the mystery of 31 new inn a silent witness helen
vardon s confession the cat s eye the mystery of angelina frood the shadow of the wolf the d arblay mystery a certain dr thorndyke as a thief in the night mr pottermack s oversight
pontifex son and thorndyke when rogues fall out dr thorndyke intervenes for the defence dr thorndyke the stoneware monkey mr polton explains the jacob street mystery percival
bland s proxy the missing mortgagee dr thorndyke s cases the adventures of dr thorndyke dr thorndyke s casebook hamilton cleek series cleek the master detective cleek of scotland
yard cleek s government cases max carrados mysteries thorpe hazell mysteries p c lee stories paul campenhaye specialist in criminology eugéne valmont mysteries

Illinois Appellate Reports
1983

javascriptは言わばひとかたまりの大理石であり 私はその中からこの言語のすばらしい本質が現れるまで 美しくない機能を取り除いていく 最終的に私が削り出すことになる美しいサブセットは より信頼でき 読みやすく メンテナンスがしやすく すべてにおいて非常に優れた言語になると私は信じている 1章良いパーツ より 本書
は javascript言語の 良いパーツ に注目し 良質なコードを書くためのポイントを示唆する 良いパーツ を通してjavascriptを再評価することで 見落とされていたjavascript言語の本質が見えてくる
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Pro AngularJS
2014-03-31

an exposé of fragmented trading platforms poor governance and exploitative practices in today s capital markets capital markets have undergone a dramatic transformation in the
past two decades algorithmic high speed supercomputing has replaced traditional floor trading and human market makers while centralized exchanges that once ensured fairness and
transparency have fragmented into a dizzying array of competing exchanges and trading platforms darkness by design exposes the unseen perils of market fragmentation and dark
markets some of which are deliberately designed to enable the transfer of wealth from the weak to the powerful walter mattli traces the fall of the traditional exchange model of the
nyse the world s leading stock market in the twentieth century showing how it has come to be supplanted by fragmented markets whose governance is frequently set up to allow
unscrupulous operators to exploit conflicts of interest at the expense of an unsuspecting public market makers have few obligations market surveillance is neglected or impossible
enforcement is ineffective and new technologies are not necessarily used to improve oversight but to offer lucrative preferential market access to select clients in ways that are often
hidden mattli argues that power politics is central in today s fragmented markets he sheds critical light on how the redistribution of power and influence has created new winners and
losers in capital markets and lays the groundwork for sensible reforms to combat shady trading schemes and reclaim these markets for the long term benefit of everyone essential
reading for anyone with money in the stock market darkness by design challenges the conventional view of markets and reveals the troubling implications of unchecked market power
for the health of the global economy and society as a whole

JavaScript and AJAX For Dummies
2009-11-05

unlock the power of the mean stack by creating attractive and real world projects about this book learn about the different components that comprise a mean application to construct
a fully functional mean application using the best third party modules a step by step guide to developing the mean stack components from scratch to achieve maximum flexibility
when building an e commerce application build optimum end to end web applications using the mean stack who this book is for this learning path is for web developers who are
experienced in developing applications using javascript this course is for developers who are interested in learning how to build modern and multiple web applications using mongodb
express angularjs and node js what you will learn build modern end to end web applications by employing the full stack web development solution of mean connect your express
application to mongodb and use a mongoose model and build a complex application from start to finish in mongodb employ angularjs to build responsive ui components implement
multiple authentication strategies such as oauth jsonwebtoken and sessions enhance your website s usability with social logins such as facebook twitter and google secure your app
by creating ssl certificates and run payment platforms in a live environment implement a chat application from scratch using socket io create distributed applications and use the
power of server side rendering in your applications extend a project with a real time bidding system using websockets in detail the mean stack is a collection of the most popular
modern tools for web development this course will help you to build a custom e commerce app along with several other applications you will progress to creating several applications
with mean the first module in this course will provide you with the skills you need to successfully create maintain and test a mean application starting with mean core frameworks this
course will explain each framework key concepts of mongodb express angularjs and node js we will walk through the different tools and frameworks that will help expedite your daily
development cycles after this the next module will show you how to create your own e commerce application using the mean stack it takes you step by step through the parallel
process of learning and building to develop a production ready high quality e commerce site from scratch it also shows you how to manage user authentication and authorization
check multiple payment platforms add a product search and navigation feature deploy a production ready e commerce site and finally add your own high quality feature to the site
the final step in this course will enable you to build a better foundation for your angularjs apps you ll learn how to build complex real life applications with the mean stack and a few
more advanced projects you will become familiar with websockets build real time web applications create auto destructing entities and see how to work with monetary data in mongo
you will also find out how to a build real time e commerce application this learning path combines some of the best that packt has to offer in one complete curated package it includes
content from the following packt products mean development by amos haviv building an e commerce application with mean by adrian mejia mean blueprints by robert onodi style and
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approach this course will begin with the introduction to mean gradually progressing with building applications in each framework each transition is well explained and each chapter
begins with the required background knowledge

THE BRITISH DETECTIVES COLLECTION - 270+ Murder Mysteries, Crime Stories & Suspense Thrillers
(Illustrated)
2017-12-06

amidst the chinese malay conflict in kuala lumpur in 1969 sixteen year old melati must overcome prejudice violence and her own ocd to find her way back to her mother

JavaScript:The Good Parts
2008-12

take advantage of javascript s power to build robust web scale or enterprise applications that are easy to extend and maintain by applying the design patterns outlined in this
practical book experienced javascript developers will learn how to write flexible and resilient code that s easier yes easier to work with as your code base grows javascript may be the
most essential web programming language but in the real world javascript applications often break when you make changes with this book author eric elliott shows you how to add
client and server side features to a large javascript application without negatively affecting the rest of your code examine the anatomy of a large scale javascript application build
modern web apps with the capabilities of desktop applications learn best practices for code organization modularity and reuse separate your application into different layers of
responsibility build efficient self describing hypermedia apis with node js test integrate and deploy software updates in rapid cycles control resource access with user authentication
and authorization expand your application s reach through internationalization

Darkness by Design
2019-04-02

General Farm Legislation
1937

The Overland Monthly
1892
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Web Application Development with MEAN
2016-10-28

Helping Hand
1892

The Weight of Our Sky
2021-04-27

Problem Solving in Transmission Genetics
1993

Programming JavaScript Applications
2014-06-26
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